A capital destination!

By Fred Michmershuizen, Ortho Tribune Staff

The theme for AAO’s 2018 Annual Session is “A Capital Destination, A Monumental Experience,” and judging by the enthusiasm shown among attendees here at the Walter E. Washington Convention Center in Washington, D.C., the event is living up to expectations. Orthodontic professionals have gathered from around the country and even from overseas to partake in an abundance of educational opportunities and to see the very latest products and technology.

In the exhibit hall, many companies are launching new products or announcing updates to existing systems. Henry Schein Orthodontics (booth No. 1401) is introducing its proprietary SLX Clear Aligner System, a complete solution that incorporates Sagittal First/Motion 3D technology. According to HSO’s lead clinical advisor, Dr. Dave Pa-

So much to learn in D.C.
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Here at AAO’s 2018 Annual Session, there are plenty of educational opportunities. By offering a wide range of scientific lectures featuring many of the specialty’s most distinguished speakers, meeting organizers have put together a program that is sure to be of benefit to any orthodontic professional.
“Hi, I’m iTero Element 2 and I bring innovation to visualization”

The modern scanning system streamlines the smile transformation process with powerful computing and a high-definition widescreen.

> Visit booth 501 for more information

“Hi, I’m iTero Element Flex and I go wherever you go”

The portable system offers the convenience of on-the-go scanning and small space operation.

One brand. Two powerful options for making smile transformation a smoother process.

iTero Element Flex is a mobile optical impression system (OCAD/CAM) used to record the topographical images of teeth and oral tissue.

To use the iTero Element Flex scanner, the user must purchase a laptop separately. To view a list of certified laptops, please visit the iTero.com website.
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Special C-III offers clinicians and their team members an effortless navigation through photography tasks without photography knowledge or experience, the company said.

These are just some of the many offerings available in the exhibit hall here at AAO. The show is open today until 5 p.m. and tomorrow from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., so you still have time to explore.